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Lecture 10 
Lecturer: Luca Carlone Scribes: -

Disclaimer: These notes have not been subjected to the usual scrutiny reserved for formal publications. 
They may be distributed outside this class only with the permission of the Instructor(s). Notes based on the 
draft produced by Golnaz Habibi during VNAV’18. 

These notes describe a Quadratic-Programming-based approach for trajectory optimization based on [1, 2]. 

10.1 QP-based Trajectory Optimization 

In this method, the order of the polynomial is fixed and the goal is to find the polynomial coefficients by 
solving a Quadratic Programming (QP). If the r-th derivative has to be minimized, the polynomial should 
be of order at least r + 1. However, the order of the polynomial is usually higher than r + 1. For instance, 
in [1], the polynomial has order 9 for a minimum snap problem (r = 4). 

The goal is to convert the following trajectory optimization problem: Z T
minimize 

P (t) 0 
(P (r)(t))2dt 

subject to P (0) = x̄0

...

(q)
P (q)(0) = x0

(10.1) 

P (T ) = x̄T

...

(q)
P (q)(T ) = xT

to a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem in the form: 

min p TQp 
(10.2)

subject to Ap = b 

where p is the vector the polynomial coefficients (as in Lecture 9), A is a known positive semi-definite 
matrix, and Ap = b describes the trajectory constraints, including its derivatives. The rationale behind 
rewriting (10.1) as a QP, is that QP can be solved efficiently using standard libraries. 

10.1.1 From Trajectory Optimization To QP 

The main goal of this section is to provide intuition on how to rewrite (10.1) as a QP. Towards this goal, 
we consider two basic operations on polynomials: the computation of the derivatives and the square of a 
polynomial P (t) = pN t

N + pN−1t
N −1 + ... + p2t2 + p1t + p0. 
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10-2 Lecture 10: September 25 

Derivatives of order r. 

P (0)(t) = P (t) = pN t
N + pN−1t

N−1 + ... + p2t2 + p1t + p0 

P (1)(t) = NpN t
N−1 + (N − 1)pN−1t

N−2 + ... + 2p2t + p1 

P (2)(t) = N(N − 1)pN t
N −2 + (N − 1)(N − 2)pN −1t

N−3 + .. + 2p2 (10.3) 
. . . PN Qr−1
P (r)(t) = [ (i − m)]pit

i−r 
i=r m=0 

Square of a polynomial. P2N PN
P (t)2 = i=0( j=0 pj pi−j )t

i 

(10.4)
example : P (t) = p1t + p0 

P (t)2 = (p1t + p0)((p1t + p0) = p0 p0 + p0 p1t + p1 p0t + p1 p1 t
2 

Cost functional in (10.1). By combining (10.3) and (10.4): 

Z T 2N N r−1X X Y 
J = ( (j − m)(i − j − m)pj pi−j )t

i−2rdt 
0 i=0 j=r m=0 

(10.5)
2N N r−1X X Y T i−2r+1 

J = ( (j − m)(i − j − m)pj pi−j ) 
i − 2r + 1 

i=0 j=r m=0 

Qr−1
The terms (j −m)(i−j −m) and T i−2r+1 

are independent of the coefficients. Our goal is to reformulate m=0 i−2r+1 
J as follows: 

N NXX 
J = p TQp = Qlkplpk (10.6) 

l=0 k=0 

In order to extract the elements of the matrix Q, we use two times partial derivatives with respect to pl and 
pk (0 ≤ l, k ≤ N) as follows: 

2N N r−1 2N r−1XX Y T i−2r+1 X Y T i−2r+1∂J ∂pj ∂pi−j
= (j − m)(i − j − m)( pi−j + pj ) = 2 (l − m)(i − l − m)pi−l

∂pl ∂pl ∂pl i − 2r + 1 i − 2r + 1 
i=0 j=0 m=0 i=0 m=0 

(10.7)PN
Note: the summation (·) is simplified to only two terms j = l and i − j = l, where 0 ≤ l ≤ Nj=0 

2N r−1 r−1X Y T i−2r+1 Y T l+k−2r+1∂J ∂pi−l 
= 2 (l − m)(i − l − m) = 2 (l − m)(k − m) (10.8)

∂pl∂pk ∂pk i − 2r + 1 l + k − 2r + 1 
i=0 m=0 m=0 P2N

Note: the summation (·) is simplified to only one term i − l = k where 0 ≤ k ≤ N .i=0 

Comparing (10.8) with (10.6), the elements of the matrix Q can be written as: (Qr−1 
(l − m)(k − m)T l+k−2r+1 

l ≥ r ∧ k ≥ r m=0 l+k−2r+1Qlk = , and Qkl = Qlk (10.9)
0 l ≤ r ∨ k ≤ r 

Therefore we reformulated the cost as a quadratic function of the polynomial coefficients. 
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Constraints (single segment). We have two sets of constraints involving the two endpoints and their 
derivatives. The derivatives are usually set to zero at the endpoints. It is possible to show that the constraints 
can be written as a linear function of the polynomial coefficients: 

Ap − b = 0 (10.10) � � � � 
A0 b0where, A = and b = , where A0, b0 define the constraints induced by the starting point, 
AT bT 

while AT , bT define the constraints induced by the ending point. For more details to how to construct this 
constraint equation, see [1]. 

10.1.2 Trajectory with waypoints 

As mentioned in the previous lecture, it is common to consider trajectories including multiple segments, 
where each segment is assigned a polynomial trajectory. We then optimize the whole trajectory by jointly 
optimizing all the polynomial segments. For a trajectory with k segments, we form a long vector p by 
concatenating the coefficients at each segment [p1 p2 ...pk] and Q is a block-diagonal matrix describing 
the joint cost including all segments i = 1, ..., k. 

Similar to the discussion in Lecture 9, we must also include constraints that enforce the continuity (of the 
trajectory and its derivatives) at the waypoints. These constraints that can be written as: � � 

− Ai+1 pi[Ai
τ 0 ] = 0 (10.11)

pi+1 

10.1.3 Further considerations 

10.1.3.1 Unconstrained QP 

The method we described in this lecture is a constrained QP [2], in which the derivatives in each constraints 
are given. This method works well for polynomials with low degree and a small number of waypoints. For 
higher-order polynomials and problems with many waypoints, this formulation becomes ill-conditioned and 
numerically unstable. 

To address this limitation, [1] converts the QP (10.2) to an unconstrained QP where one optimizes for the 
free endpoints derivatives instead of the polynomial coefficients. Once the optimal waypoint derivatives are 
found, the coefficients of the polynomial corresponding to each segments can be computed [1]. Such an 
unconstrained formulation can be accurately solved in milliseconds. 

10.1.3.2 Time Allocation 

Fixing the time for each segment may not be efficient in practice. For instance, if the duration T is too large, 
the drone flies very slowly. On the other hand, the drone control may be saturated for a small T . In the 
latter case, the desired command cannot be executed and the drone fails to follow the desired trajectory. 

Intuitively, we can tune T such that, if it is too large, we make it smaller and continue until we reach the 
desired performance. It is possible to automate finding a suitable T by adding this parameter to the cost 
function: 

kX 
J = Jr + ckTk (10.12) 
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10-4 Lecture 10: September 25 

where, Jr is the usual cost function (minimizing the r-th derivative), and Tk is the time associated with the 
segment k. We can optimize the time by using a gradient decent algorithm [1]. 

10.1.3.3 Feasibility of the trajectory 

After the trajectory is generated, it is reasonable to check that it does not collide with any obstacle. Indeed, 
although the waypoints are obstacle free by construction (they are generated by a path planning algorithm), 
the trajectory can collide with obstacle. 

If a collection is detected, we can introduce an intermediate (collision-free) waypoint and solve the polynomial 
optimization again. The new waypoint is sampled along the path produced by a path planning algorithm, 
hence it is guaranteed to be obstacle free. This process continues until the trajectory is obstacle free. 
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